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... it's not that hard to figure out who the corrupt fucks are in my community.

Mike Hackett is a convicted cocaine trafficker and major marijuana kingpin in

Monterey County.

Monterey County supervisors claimed no felons would be working in "legal"

#cannabis.
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Mike Hackett's @RiverviewFarms_ is being sued (again) for various torts.

In a nutshell people who do biz with Hackett later and often soon end up accusing Hackett of being a scumbag.

The lawyer representing Hackett is lying Larry Biegel a local criminal defense attorney.
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Jennifer Rosenthal is representing Riverview Farms.

Who is Jennifer Rosenthal?

She is a @RepJimmyPanetta campaign cash bundler.

Rosenthal is also a marijuana lawyer (of course) and represents a guy named Sal Palma Jr.

Junior's grandfather was also named Sal Palma.

https://twitter.com/RepJimmyPanetta
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Sal Palma is a well known name in the @CityofMonterey. Palma co-owned the hotel where the Monterey Marriott now sits.

Named the restaurant on top Ferrante's. Sal Palma also developed millionaire housing at Markham Ranch in Corral de

Tierra where billionaire Bruce Taylor lives

https://twitter.com/CityofMonterey.
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Sal Palma was a new immigrant to our community and a non-citizen. In the 1940's in his early 20's Sal Palma because a

United States Citizen.

In his later 20's he was accused of sexual assault and arrested by @MontereyPolice.

Sal Palma was convicted. But, he was a new
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citizen so he wasn't deported back to Sicily.

Sal Palma went on to own a beautiful home on the golf course right by the Hyatt Hotel.

What an immigrant story.

Now politicos like @HaffaAlan want to subject the city of Monterey to the same level of corrupt shit as
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every other city in Monterey County.

Why?

For the money, of course.

Politicians will crawl into bed with anyone.
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Congressman @JimmyPanetta,

How close was your father Leon Panetta with Sal Palma - back in the good old days?

https://twitter.com/MontereyPolice.
https://twitter.com/HaffaAlan
https://twitter.com/JimmyPanetta,
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This is the group of enablers and accessories who have trashed marijuana and the legal environment for cannabis - against

the good of the community.

District 1: @SupervisorAlejo

District 2: @PhillipsForSupe

District 3: @SupervisorLopez
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District 4: @WendyRootAskew

District 5: @MaryLAdams

And here is the sickening aspect:

They know all this and are doing it anyway.

Why?
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